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ABSTRACT
Despite Stack Overflow’s popularity as a resource for solving coding
problems, identifying relevant information from an individual post
remains a challenge. The overload of information in a post can
make it difficult for developers to identify specific and targeted
code fixes. In this paper, we aim to help users identify informative
code segments, once they have narrowed down their search to a
post relevant to their task. Specifically, we explore natural language-
based approaches to extract problematic and suggested code pairs
from a post. The goal of the study is to investigate the potential
of designing a browser extension to draw the readers’ attention
to relevant code segments, and thus improve the experience of
software engineers seeking help on Stack Overflow.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Throughout all phases of software development and maintenance,
developers seek help for avoiding and fixing errors in their appli-
cations. A search for a specific error on a Q&A forum or Google
search engine would return a list of links related to the query. To
gain an insight into the problem, the developer has to click into and
read a considerable number of posts to understand the cause of the
error and make suitable bug fixes. Additionally, Q&A forums often
contain long threads of discussions [18, 21]. Developers include en-
tire classes or methods to provide context for better apprehension
of the problems or suggested solutions. The length of posts could
vary, but presence of noisy and redundant information is prevalent.
In a previous work [5], we observed that a Stack Overflow post
(including only the question and two answers) could contain up
to 240 lines of code. We also found that software engineers focus
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on only 27% of code in a post to understand and determine how to
apply the relevant information to their context. Identifying targeted
code suggestions from such lengthy code segments is not trivial.

Researchers have studied the problem of finding relevant infor-
mation from Q&A forums [4, 8, 10, 19]. Several techniques and tools
have been developed to help information seekers on Stack Over-
flow, including reformulation of queries [9, 12], high-quality post
detection [13, 20], and automatic recommendation of tags [2, 15],
all targeted at retrieving better search results. Recently, Nadi and
Treude identified essential sentences as cues for navigating Stack
Overflow answers in a post [11]. However, to our knowledge, no
one has investigated how to help information seekers focus their
attention in identifying relevant targeted code changes, once they
have narrowed down their search to a post relevant to their task.

In this paper, we aim to automatically identify informative code
segments in a Stack Overflow post. Specifically, we focus on iden-
tifying the problematic and suggested code pairs from questions
and answers in a post. We consider problematic code to be a code
segment responsible for causing an error or exception, and a sug-
gested code to be the targeted relevant code segment which should
be used in replacement of the problematic code to solve the error.
We explore natural language-based approaches to extract the code
pairs. First, we use linguistic patterns to determine the location of
suggested code in an answer. Next, we use text similarity heuristics
to identify problematic code from the question. The goal of this
study is to investigate the feasibility of designing a highlighting
interface or a browser extension that could draw the readers’ focus
to informative code segments of a Q&A forum post, thus leading
to a better and quicker understanding of the problem and choosing
a solution.

To obtain early feedback on the potential of a highlighting in-
terface to be beneficial for software developers, we conducted a
pilot survey with 25 developers. Our survey consists of 2 parts:
(1) We asked our participants, which parts of the code in a Stack
Overflow post would they recommend highlighting to focus at-
tention quickly? (2) We provided each participant with 4 sample
Stack Overflow posts, where we manually highlighted the mini-
mum amount of code that could be helpful for them to understand
the problem and choose a potential solution. We asked them to
evaluate the usefulness of the highlighted code in the annotated
posts. In response to the first question, the participants suggested
highlighting the specific lines of code in the question that is causing
the error or exception (i.e., problematic code), and the targeted fix
from the suggested code snippets in the answers (i.e., suggested
code). In response to the second question, all participants agreed
that the code highlights could help them understand the problem
quickly and choose a potential solution from a Stack Overflow post.
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Title 
Polymorphism in Java error:cannot find Symbol

Question 
I've just started learning object oriented programming from the book head first java. It 
said that polymorphism enables me to create an array of the superclass type and then 
have all the subclasses as the array elements. But when I tried writing code using the 
same principles it ran into error saying error: cannot find symbol I made the classes the 
superclass was animal and the dog class extended the animal class having a fetch 
method of its own, but when I referenced the dog variable as animal it did not work 
here is the code
The Animal Class
…
The dog Class
…
The Tester Class
public class tester{ 
public static void main(String args[]){ 

animal doggie = new dog(); 
doggie.fetch(); 
doggie.eat(); 
doggie.roam(); }}

Answer 
When using polymorphism, if you create an instance of the subclass and store its 
reference in a variable of superclass type, you can only call those methods on the 
newly created instance which are present in the super class.

In your code, you created an instance of dog class and stored its reference 
in doggie which is of type animal (super class of dog), In such case, you can't call any 
method on dog class instance that isn't available in animal class. fetch method is not 
defined in the animal class hence you get the error.
Solution
Either define the fetch method in the animal class
OR
change
animal doggie = new dog();
to
dog doggie = new dog();

Title
Android: Retrieving data from the database issue

Question
I created the following method for retrieving stored settings from the database:

public String getEntry(long rowIndex){ 
String value = ""; 

Cursor c = db.query(DATABASE_TABLE, new String[] {KEY_NAME, VALUE}, 
KEY_NAME + "=" + rowIndex, null, null, null, null); 

int columnIndex = c.getColumnIndex(VALUE); 
int rowsCount = c.getCount();
if(rowsCount > 0){

String value = c.getString(columnIndex); }
return value; } 

On debugging I can see cursor c contains two columns and one row but when it comes 
to line

String value = c.getString(columnIndex); 
it throws the CursorIndexOutOfBoundsException although columnIndex = 1 which 
should point to a valid entry.
Does anyone know what could be wrong here?

Answer
You need to move the cursor to the first row with c.moveToNext() before reading the 
value:

public String getEntry(long rowIndex) { 
String value = ""; 
Cursor c = db.query(DATABASE_TABLE, new String[] { KEY_NAME, VALUE }, 

KEY_NAME + "=" + rowIndex, null, null, null, null); 
int columnIndex = c.getColumnIndex(VALUE); 
if (c.moveToNext()) {

value = c.getString(columnIndex); }
return value; }

(a) Problematic and Suggested Code in Answer

Title 
Polymorphism in Java error:cannot find Symbol

Question 
I've just started learning object oriented programming from the book head first java. It 
said that polymorphism enables me to create an array of the superclass type and then 
have all the subclasses as the array elements. But when I tried writing code using the 
same principles it ran into error saying error: cannot find symbol I made the classes the 
superclass was animal and the dog class extended the animal class having a fetch 
method of its own, but when I referenced the dog variable as animal it did not work 
here is the code
The Animal Class
…
The dog Class
…
The Tester Class
public class tester{ 
public static void main(String args[]){ 

animal doggie = new dog();
doggie.fetch(); 
doggie.eat(); 
doggie.roam(); }}

Accepted Answer 
When using polymorphism, if you create an instance of the subclass and store its 
reference in a variable of superclass type, you can only call those methods on the 
newly created instance which are present in the super class.

In your code, you created an instance of dog class and stored its reference 
in doggie which is of type animal (super class of dog), In such case, you can't call any 
method on dog class instance that isn't available in animal class. fetch method is not 
defined in the animal class hence you get the error.
Solution
Either define the fetch method in the animal class
OR
change
animal doggie = new dog();
to
dog doggie = new dog();

Title
Android: Retrieving data from the database issue

Question
I created the following method for retrieving stored settings from the database:

public String getEntry(long rowIndex){ 
String value = ""; 

Cursor c = db.query(DATABASE_TABLE, new String[] {KEY_NAME, VALUE}, 
KEY_NAME + "=" + rowIndex, null, null, null, null); 

int columnIndex = c.getColumnIndex(VALUE); 
int rowsCount = c.getCount();
if(rowsCount > 0){

String value = c.getString(columnIndex); }
return value; } 

On debugging I can see cursor c contains two columns and one row but when it comes 
to line

String value = c.getString(columnIndex); 
it throws the CursorIndexOutOfBoundsException although columnIndex = 1 which 
should point to a valid entry.
Does anyone know what could be wrong here?

Answer
You need to move the cursor to the first row with c.moveToNext() before reading the 
value:

public String getEntry(long rowIndex) { 
String value = ""; 
Cursor c = db.query(DATABASE_TABLE, new String[] { KEY_NAME, VALUE }, 

KEY_NAME + "=" + rowIndex, null, null, null, null); 
int columnIndex = c.getColumnIndex(VALUE); 
if (c.moveToNext()) {

value = c.getString(columnIndex); }
return value; }

(b) Problematic Code in Question and Suggested Code in Answer

Figure 1: Examples of Error/Exception-related Posts on Stack Overflow (problematic and suggested code are highlighted)

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLES
For posts related to errors or exceptions on Stack Overflow, ques-
tioners include entire methods or classes because they are not sure
where the problem lies, and to provide context for others to help
them identify their problem [5]. In this study, we analyzed the an-
swerers’ behavior in providing solutions to those questions. We
observed that some answerers provide targeted bug fixes, pinpoint-
ing where the problem lies. For example, in Figure 1a, both the
problematic code and suggested code are provided in the answer.
However, in other answers as shown in Figure 1b, one or more
code snippets (each often containing multiple lines of code) were
suggested, without identifying the specific lines of code that need to
be changed. Absence of this information makes it difficult for read-
ers to determine if the suggested code is relevant in their current
code focus. Reading and understanding these posts also becomes
arduous and time-consuming.

3 METHODOLOGY
We propose a set of natural language-based approaches to auto-
matically extract problematic and suggested code pairs from Stack
Overflow posts in two scenarios: (1) presence of problematic and
suggested code in the same answer (e.g., Figure 1a), and (2) pres-
ence of problematic code in the question and suggested code in the
answer (e.g., Figure 1b).

3.1 Data Selection
A set of 2000 Stack Overflow posts related to errors and exceptions
were selected using Stack Exchange Data Explorer [6]. Our data
set comes from a wide time range (August 2008 - March 2021). We
retrieved posts that contain the tag ‘Java’ and/or ‘C++’, two com-
monly used programming languages in Stack Overflow 1. Since the
focus of this study is to automatically find bug fixes, we specifically
selected posts where the title contains one or more of the terms
“error”, “exception”, “bug”, similar to the procedure in [5].

To ensure selection of good quality posts, we chose posts with a
total vote count of 3 or higher. We chose posts in which the question
and the answer, each contains at least one code segment. From each
post, we selected the question and the accepted answer. If a post
does not have an accepted answer, the best voted answer is selected.
1581/2000 (79%) posts in our data set contain an accepted answer.

3.2 Identification of Problematic and Suggested
Code Pairs from Answer

When developers suggest short targeted fixes (including both the
problematic and suggested code) in answers, they tend to use some
recurrent textual patterns. These patterns consist of short phrases
or words accompanied with code segments. For instance, in Figure
1a, the code suggestion (highlighted in blue) follows the pattern
"change <problematic code> to <suggested code>".
1https://insights.stackoverflow.com/survey/2021#technology
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We conducted a manual analysis of 2000 Stack Overflow answers
in our data set to identify textual patterns that represent targeted
code suggestions. We followed a qualitative content analysis proce-
dure [14] to understand the structure of targeted code suggestions,
and identified recurrent keywords towards potential textual pat-
terns. Table 1 lists the 5 most common patterns observed in our
data set for identifying the problematic and suggested code pairs
in Stack Overflow answers.

Textual Patterns
change/modify <problematic code> to <suggested code>

replace <problematic code> with <suggested code>
instead of <problematic code> add/try/use <suggested code>

switch <problematic code> to <suggested code>
<suggested code> instead of <problematic code>

Table 1: Textual Patterns to Identify Problematic and Sug-
gested Code Pairs from Answer

3.3 Identification of Problematic Code from
Question and Suggested Code from Answer

When problematic and suggested code pairs are not located in the
same answer, we decompose the problem of code-pair extraction
into two sub-problems. First, we identify suggested code from an-
swers using linguistic patterns. Next, we extract the problematic
code from the question using textual heuristics.

Identification of suggested code from answer: Di Sorbo et al. [16]
observed that developers tend to use recurrent linguistic patterns
while proposing solutions to known problems. Thus, using natural
language parsing, they defined fifty linguistic patterns to identify
‘solution proposal’ sentences in developer emails. First, to investi-
gate the generalizability of Di Sorbo et al.’s linguistic patterns, we
used their replication package of DECA 2 to identify text adjacent
to suggested code in Stack Overflow answers. We found that these
patterns were able to identify some of the instances in our data set.

To improve on the existing technique [16], we aim to identify
short imperative sentences that suggest a solution, i.e., sentences
that start with a verb and followed by its object (e.g., “Perform an
interactive rebase”). We perform chunking [1], to identify parts of
speech and short phrases present in a given sentence, using NLTK
toolkit [3]. We consider a sentence imperative if the root node is
a verb (VB) or modal (MD), or if the first chunk is a verb phrase.
The code located immediately before or after the ‘solution proposal’
sentence is identified as the suggested code in the answer.

Identification of problematic code from question: Researchers have
compared buggy and fixed code snippets in Q&A forums to generate
edit scripts for automated program repair [7, 17]. Based on the
intuition that problematic and suggested code pairs in a post are
similar, we identify the problematic code using textual similarity.
a) First, we extract a list of code elements from the previously
identified suggested code in the answer. Specifically, we isolate each
line of code in the suggested code segment on a newline character
(“\n”), remove code comments and programming language specific
2https://www.ifi.uzh.ch/en/seal/people/panichella/tools/DECA.html

keywords (e.g., ‘abstract’, ‘this’), and then tokenize the code by
splitting on white-space, special characters and camel case using
regular expressions.
b) Next, we determine the approximate location of problematic code
in question. As before, we isolate each line of code in the question
on a newline character, remove code comments and programming
language specific keywords. If one or more code elements found
in the suggested code co-occur in the question code, we extract
that line of code in question as a potential problematic code. Since,
the size of code in a question is often higher than the code in the
answer, this step helps us in reducing the search space and getting
an approximate location of the problematic code in the question.
c) Finally, we measure the textual similarity between each line of
approximate problematic code in the question with each line of
suggested code in answer. Towards generating edit scripts for bug
fixes, Gao et al. [7] proposed a formula to measure code similarity.
They calculate the edit distance between each line, and denote the
length of problematic code as len_problematic, and the length of
suggested code as len_fixed as follows:

𝑆𝑖𝑚 (𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡) = 1 − 𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒√︁
𝑙𝑒𝑛_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 × 𝑙𝑒𝑛_𝑠𝑢𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑

We found this similarity measure to be insufficient to identify
problematic code in our data set. Hence, we are exploring a separate
similarity measure. We count the occurrence of common words in
each pair of line of code in question and answer, and normalize the
measure using the following formula:

𝑆𝑖𝑚 (𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑡) = 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜 𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑜𝑛 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠√︁
𝑙𝑒𝑛_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 × 𝑙𝑒𝑛_𝑠𝑢𝑔𝑔𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑑

For each line in suggested code, we select the code in question
with highest textual similarity as the problematic code.

4 EVALUATION: PRELIMINARY SURVEY
To obtain early feedback on the potential of our idea to be beneficial
for software developers, we conducted a pilot survey to understand
"How effective is our approach in helping developers find a relevant
solution to a bug-related issue from a Stack Overflow post?". We
reached out to 25 developers from the software industry by emails.
All 25 survey participants had prior programming experience of
at least 4 years in Java and/or C++. Each participant was asked to
indicate their Stack Overflow usage frequency as: (1) Never (never
heard of it), (2) Seldom (at least once in six months), (3) Periodically
(at least once in a month), or (4) Frequently (at least once a week).
The responses indicate that 18 out of 25 (72%) use Stack Overflow
frequently, 5 out of 25 (20%) use it periodically, and 2 out of 25 (8%)
use it seldom.

For the survey, we manually annotated a set of 100 posts selected
randomly from our data set described in Section 3.1. In each post,
we highlighted specific lines of code that is causing an error or
exception (problematic code), and the lines of code proposed to
fix the issue (suggested code). Figure 1b shows an example of an
annotated post. We provided 4 annotated posts to each of our par-
ticipants, which took them approximately 20 minutes to evaluate.
To gather the participant responses, we designed an online survey
form which consisted of the following questions:

 https://www.ifi.uzh.ch/en/seal/people/panichella/tools/DECA.html
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(1) Once you have identified a Stack Overflow post relevant to
your question related to an error or exception, which part of
the code in the question and/or answer would you recommend
highlighting to focus attention quickly?

(2) For each of the following annotated posts (provided as pdf),
we have highlighted the minimum amount of code that could
be helpful for you to understand the problem and choose a
potential solution. Do you find the highlighted code useful?
Please select a response from the following options: (1) Not
useful, (2) Somewhat useful, (3) Useful, (4) Very useful.

Since the purpose of the first question in the survey was to gather
developer recommendations about identifying relevant code, it was
framed as a leading question in the form of a short descriptive
text. The second question, intended to assess the usefulness of the
highlights, was of the form single-select multiple choice.

Observations: Responses to question (1) in the survey suggest
highlighting the specific lines of code in the question that is causing
the error or exception, and the targeted fix from the suggested code
snippets in the answers. Below are few excerpts from the responses:

• “In the question, it can help if the section of the code that is
causing the problem is highlighted. In the answer, highlighting
the exact lines of code that should solve the problem, can help
focus attention. Highlighting specific error messages could also be
useful.”

• “If a huge code snippet is given, it is helpful to highlight the section
of the code that throws the exception... Sometimes the answer
attached to the post rewrite the whole code snippet with only one
or two lines changing, highlighting only the code snippets that
has changed in the answer is very helpful.”

• “It is sometimes hard to identify the exact line that is incorrect. If
there is no accepted answer, it is far more challenging to identify
an appropriate solution. I recommend highlighting anything in the
question that explains: this is what is going wrong. Then, in the
answer, this is the change you need to make and why.”

In response to question (2), all participants agreed that the code
highlights could help them understand the problem and choose
a potential solution. Specifically, 14 out of 25 (56%) participants
indicated ‘Very useful’, 8 out of 25 (32%) indicated ‘Useful’, and the
remaining 3 out of 25 (12%) indicated ‘Somewhat useful’. We plan
to conduct a short interview with each participant to gain more
insights and incorporate their feedback in designing our approach.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
This paper presents a natural language-based approach to extract
informative code segments, i.e., problematic and suggested code
pairs from an individual Stack Overflow post. First, we use linguistic
patterns to determine the location of suggested code in an answer.
Next, we use text similarity heuristics to identify problematic code
from the question. The goal of this research is to investigate the
feasibility of designing a highlighting tool or a browser extension
that can draw the reader’s attention to the relevant parts of a post,
and pinpoint targeted code fixes. Our preliminary pilot survey
suggests that designing such a highlighting interface would be
useful for developers in understanding the problem and choosing a
solution that is relevant to their tasks.
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